Abstract. This paper measures the infrasonic signal of a Satellite Launch event and analyzes the signal characteristics. Using four infrasonic sensors to finish the satellite launch event monitoring tests, the experimental results show that difference between the infrasonic signal of satellite launch event and the infrasonic signal of background is very clear, the signal amplitude is dozens times of the background in the range of tens of kilometers; the closer, the frequency distribution of the wider, almost throughout the infrasonic frequency range in the range of several kilometers; obvious frequency concentration by increasing distance, the frequency focus in 7-12Hz at 50 kilometers, and as the distance increases, the frequency down .
Introduction
Infrasound is a frequency lower than 20Hz sound waves, some natural phenomena produce infrasound signal [1] [2] , such as volcanoes, earthquakes, landslides, mudslides, lightning, etc.
[3] [4] , human activities will produce infrasound signal also, such as nuclear explosions, mining blasting, chemical explosion, the satellite launch, the aircraft carrier runs, supersonic aircraft flight, these natural or anthropogenic activities have a very strong shock waves, for example: nuclear explosion shock wave, the difference between the pressure shock wave compression zone and normal atmospheric pressure is called "overpressure" or "positive pressure", the difference between the pressure shock sparse area and normal atmospheric pressure is called "negative". In the process of shock wave propagation in the atmosphere, overpressure shock wave front surface gradually decreases the velocity of the wavefront is gradually reduced, the overpressure duration gradually increased, also will be gradually widened waveform; and negative pressure gradient slow and is a perturbation, it is acoustic properties. With the continued increase in the spread of distance shock wave continues to stretch wider, when the speed is reduced to the speed of sound wavefront size, then the shock wave transforms into sound waves. Explosion sound waves is generally regarded as a spherical wave in the near field, and can be regarded as plane wave when it spreads to distant far field, it is aperiodic, continuous spectrum. Certain energy nuclear explosion sound waves propagate in the atmosphere in the process of gradually with increasing distance attenuation by atmospheric absorption, reflection, refraction, dispersion, frequency dispersion; sound intensity reduces by transmission to a certain distance, wider wavelength, lower frequency, gradually degenerate into a infrasonic waves (frequency less than 20Hz), atmospheric nuclear explosion infrasound signal forming.
Infrasound detection technology to monitor nuclear explosions event is an effective information technology to get explosion basic parameters and it is very practical approach. In 1994, the UN Conference on Disarmament in Geneva, Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, infrasound monitoring technologies was one of four monitoring technologies(infrasound, hydroacoustic, seismic, radionuclide) in comprehensive ban on nuclear tests.
In this paper, satellite launch infrasonic signal characteristic is analyzed as a disturbance signal to nuclear explosion infrasonic signal. Satellite launch event in this paper is a low orbit satellite from the Satellite Launch Center in 2014, the satellite launch tower latitude and longitude: longitude102°1'40 ", latitude 28°14'45".
The experiment uses an infrasonic sensor [5] Figure 1 , the matrix layout is shown in Figure 2 : The distance is 14 kilometers between sensor NO.7 and satellite launch tower, lie a hill, the sensor is set up the foothills; triangular matrix is 52.7 km far away from the satellite launch tower, triangular celssl space between each other, respectively 2.9 km, 3.4 km, 4.8 km.
Infrasound monitoring Signal Analysis

The 1st station monitoring signal analysis
Infrasound signals collected by the 1st station as shown in Figure 3 , in Figure 3 the Extreme infrasound intensity appears at October 24, 2014 02:05:33. The original signal background removal and band-pass filtered signal shown in Figure 4 , the sound pressure Extreme is 26.482Pa in figure 4 . Zooming out figure 4, satellite launch event infrasound signal waveform shown in Figure 5 . Infrasound power spectrum of satellite launch event in Figure 5 is shown in Figure 6 , the frequency range of the event is focused on 9-11Hz, frequencies of the two extreme points are 10.077Hz and 10.197Hz. Figure 8 , the sound pressure Extreme is 23.7074Pa in figure 8 . Zooming out figure 8, satellite launch event infrasound signal waveform shown in Figure 9 . Infrasound power spectrum of satellite launch event in Figure 9 is shown in Figure 106 , the frequency range of the event is focused on 7-10Hz, frequencies of the two extreme points are 8.364Hz and 8.766Hz. Figure 12 , the sound pressure Extreme is 40.8959Pa in figure  12 . Zooming out figure 12, satellite launch event infrasound signal waveform shown in Figure13. Infrasound power spectrum of satellite launch event in Figure 13 is shown in Figure 14 , the frequency range of the event is focused on 10-12Hz, frequencies of the two extreme points are 11.230Hz and 11.719Hz. Figure 18 , the frequency range of the event is almost the overall infrasound frequency range, frequencies of the two extreme points are 2.462Hz and 11.632Hz. Infrasound signal of satellite launch event is very clear, and can be easily distinguished from the background by the signal amplitude in the range of tens of kilometers, the closer, the frequency distribute wider, almost overall infrasound frequency range, obvious frequency concentration by increasing distance, frequency locals mainly in 7-12Hz at about 50km, and as the distance increases, the main frequency down, the main frequency of the sensor NO.2 is lower than that of the sensor NO.1 and NO.4.
